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In the 1960s biologists and social scientists engaged in a public debate about human nature.
The question--whether humans are innately aggressive or cooperative--eventually receded, but
the oppositional nature-nurture binary created in the course of the debate left a lasting legacy
that would underpin subsequent discussions of human behavior.
This book addresses the survival of humankind. Our world is the best it has ever been, but it is
not sustainable. It is self-destructive; it is marked by war, which can destroy the world in a
single day, the destruction of natural and human capital within 10 years, and technologies
which could be both beneficial and destructive. We have no future if we continue living as we
do currently, and even if we do nothing. This book highlights the kinds of changes which are
required. Wars are not biologically necessary and are useless; the culture that established
wars can eliminate them. Poverty, hunger and inequality destroy human capital. These
destructions can be overcome by changing economic and political paradigms and our mindset.
Empathy, freedom, curiosity and wisdom are required.
Van alle onderwerpen die in de antropologie worden bestudeerd is er geen enkel dat
aanleiding heeft gegeven tot zoveel tegenstrijdige verklaringen en conflicterende interpretaties
als het fenomeen 'religie'. In dit chronologisch opgevatte overzicht "Denken over religie"
behandelt Valeer Neckebrouck, die een jarenlange ervaring als antropologisch veldwerker
combineert met een grondige kennis van de geschiedenis van de discipline, de belangrijkste
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denkers die een bijdrage hebben geleverd aan het begrijpen van religie als menselijk
fenomeen. In Deel I "Van Xenophanes tot Robertson Smith" presenteert de auteur op een
heldere en toegankelijke manier de belangrijkste denkers van de klassieke Oudheid tot
ruwweg 1860.
Though it has been nearly seventy years since the Holocaust, the human capacity for evil
displayed by its perpetrators is still shocking and haunting. But the story of the Nazi attempt to
annihilate European Jewry is not all we should remember. Stealth Altruism tells of secret, nonmilitant, high-risk efforts by “Carers,” those victims who tried to reduce suffering and improve
everyone’s chances of survival. Their empowering acts of altruism remind us of our inherent
longing to do good even in situations of extraordinary brutality. Arthur B. Shostak explores
forbidden acts of kindness, such as sharing scarce clothing and food rations, holding up
weakened fellow prisoners during roll call, secretly replacing an ailing friend in an exhausting
work detail, and much more. He explores the motivation behind this dangerous behavior, how
it differed when in or out of sight, who provided or undermined forbidden care, the differing
experiences of men and women, how and why gentiles provided aid, and, most importantly,
how might the costly obscurity of stealth altruism soon be corrected. To date, memorialization
has emphasized what was done to victims and sidelined what victims tried to do for one
another. “Carers” provide an inspiring model and their perilous efforts should be recognized
and taught alongside the horrors of the Holocaust. Humanity needs such inspiration.
Identifies an interconnectedness between the brain and matter to reveal how the key to life is
in the relationship between things and outlines a scientific paradigm that can be applied
practically to improve society and the planet.
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This Encyclopedia of Tropical Biology and Conservation Management is a component of the
global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of
twenty one Encyclopedias. Tropical environments cover the most part of still preserved natural
areas of the Earth. The greatest biodiversity, as in terms of animals and plants, as
microorganisms, is placed in these hot and rainy ecosystems spread up and below the Equator
line. Additionally, the most part of food products, with vegetal or animal origin, that sustain
nowadays human beings is direct or undirected dependent of tropical productivity. Biodiversity
should be looked at and evaluated not only in terms of numbers of species, but also in terms of
the diversity of interactions among distinct organisms that it maintains. In this sense, the
complexity of web structure in tropical systems is a promise of future to nature preservation on
Earth. In the chemicals of tropical plant and animals, could be the cure to infinite number of
diseases, new food sources, and who knows what more. Despite these facts tropical areas
have been exploited in an irresponsible way for more than 500 years due the lack of an
ecological conscience of men. Exactly in the same way we did with temperate areas and also
tropical areas in the north of Equator line. Nowadays, is estimated that due human exploitation,
nation conflicts and social problems, less than 8% of tropical nature inside continental areas is
still now untouchable. The extension of damage in the tropical areas of oceans is unknown.
Thus so, all knowledge we could accumulate about tropical systems will help us, as in the
preservations of these important and threatened ecosystems as in a future recuperation, when
it was possible. Only knowing the past and developing culture, mainly that directed to peace, to
a better relationship among nations and responsible use and preservation of natural resources,
human beings will have a long future on Earth. These volumes, Tropical Biology and Natural
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Resources was divided in sessions to provide the reader the better comprehension possible of
issue and also to enable future complementation and improvements in the encyclopedia. Like
we work with life, we intended to transform this encyclopedia also in a “life” volume, in what
new information could be added in any time. As president of the encyclopedia and main editor I
opened the theme with an article titled: “Tropical Biology and Natural resources: Historical
Pathways and Perspectives”, providing the reader an initial view of the origins of human
knowledge about the tropical life, and what we hope to the future. In the sequence we have
more than 100 chapters distributed in tem sessions: Tropical Ecology (TE); Tropical Botany
(TB); Tropical Zoology (TZ); Savannah Ecosystems (SE); Desert Ecosystems (DE); Tropical
Agriculture (TA); Natural History of Tropical Plants (NH); Human Impact on Tropical
Ecosystems (HI); Tropical Phytopathology and Entomology (TPE); Case Studies (CS). This
11-volume set contains several chapters, each of size 5000-30000 words, with perspectives,
applications and extensive illustrations. It is the only publication of its kind carrying state-of-theart knowledge in the fields of Tropical Biology and Conservation Management and is aimed, by
virtue of the several applications, at the following five major target audiences: University and
College Students, Educators, Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy
Analysts, Managers, and Decision Makers and NGOs.
In a world supposedly governed by ruthless survival of the fittest, why do we see acts of
goodness in both animals and humans? This problem plagued Charles Darwin in the 1850s as
he developed his theory of evolution through natural selection. Indeed, Darwin worried that the
goodness he observed in nature could be the Achilles heel of his theory. Ever since then,
scientists and other thinkers have engaged in a fierce debate about the origins of goodness
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that has dragged politics, philosophy, and religion into what remains a major question for
evolutionary biology. The Altruism Equation traces the history of this debate from Darwin to the
present through an extraordinary cast of characters-from the Russian prince Petr Kropotkin,
who wanted to base society on altruism, to the brilliant biologist George Price, who fell into
poverty and succumbed to suicide as he obsessed over the problem. In a final surprising turn,
William Hamilton, the scientist who came up with the equation that reduced altruism to the cold
language of natural selection, desperately hoped that his theory did not apply to humans.
Hamilton's Rule, which states that relatives are worth helping in direct proportion to their blood
relatedness, is as fundamental to evolutionary biology as Newton's laws of motion are to
physics. But even today, decades after its formulation, Hamilton's Rule is still hotly debated
among those who cannot accept that goodness can be explained by a simple mathematical
formula. For the first time, Lee Alan Dugatkin brings to life the people, the issues, and the
passions that have surrounded the altruism debate. Readers will be swept along by this fastpaced tale of history, biography, and scientific discovery.
Systematically presented to enhance the feasibility of fuzzy models, this book introduces the
novel concept of a fuzzy network whose nodes are rule bases and their interconnections are
interactions between rule bases in the form of outputs fed as inputs.
This is a broad ranging introduction to twenty-first-century anarchism which includes a wide
array of theoretical approaches as well as a variety of empirical and geographical perspectives.
The book demonstrates how the anarchist imagination has influenced the humanities and
social sciences including anthropology, art, feminism, geography, international relations,
political science, postcolonialism, and sociology. Drawing on a long historical narrative that
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encompasses the 'waves' of anarchist movements from the classical anarchists (1840s to
1940s), post-war wave of student, counter-cultural and workers' control anarchism of the 1960s
and 1970s to the DIY politics and Temporary Autonomous Zones of the 1990s right up to the
Occupy! Movement and beyond, the aim of this volume is to cover the humanities and the
social sciences in an era of anarchist revival in academia. Anarchist philosophy and anarchistic
methodologies have re-emerged in a range of disciplines from Organization Studies, to Law, to
Political Economy to Political Theory and International Relations, and Anthropology to Cultural
Studies. Anarchist approaches to freedom, democracy, ethics, violence, authority, punishment,
homelessness, and the arbitration of justice have spawned a broad array of academic
publications and research projects. But this volume remembers an older story, in other words,
the continuous role of the anarchist imagination as muse, provocateur, goading adversary, and
catalyst in the stimulation of research and creative activity in the humanities and social
sciences from the middle of the nineteenth century to today. This work will be essential reading
for scholars and students of anarchism, the humanities, and the social sciences.
"Enthralling." —Frans de Waal, New York Times Book Review Survival of the fittest or survival
of the nicest? Since the dawn of time man has contemplated the mystery of altruism, but it was
Darwin who posed the question most starkly. From the selfless ant to the stinging bee to the
man laying down his life for a stranger, evolution has yielded a goodness that in theory should
never be. Set against the sweeping tale of 150 years of scientific attempts to explain kindness,
The Price of Altruism tells for the first time the moving story of the eccentric American genius
George Price (1922–1975), as he strives to answer evolution's greatest riddle. An original and
penetrating picture of twentieth century thought, it is also a deeply personal journey. From the
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heights of the Manhattan Project to the inspired equation that explains altruism to the depths of
homelessness and despair, Price's life embodies the paradoxes of Darwin’s enigma. His tragic
suicide in a squatter’s flat, among the vagabonds to whom he gave all his possessions,
provides the ultimate contemplation on the possibility of genuine benevolence.
Jesus turned water into wine, Mohammad split the moon into two, and Buddha walked and
spoke immediately upon birth. According to recent statistics, even in the present age of
advanced science and technology, most people believe in miracles. In fact, newspapers and
television regularly report alleged miracles, such as recoveries from incurable diseases,
extremely unlikely coincidences, and religious signs and messages on unexpected objects. In
this book the award-winning author and philosopher Yujin Nagasawa addresses some of our
most fundamental questions concerning miracles. What exactly is a miracle? What types of
miracles are believed in the world's great religions? What do recent scientific findings tell us
about miracles? Can we rationally believe that miracles have really taken place? Can there be
acts that are more religiously significant than miracles? Drawing on a vast variety of fascinating
examples from across the major religions, Nagasawa discusses the lively debate on miracles
that ranges from reported miracles in ancient scriptures in the East and West to cutting-edge
scientific research on belief formation. Throughout, he drives us to ask ourselves if and how we
can still believe in in miracles in the twenty-first century. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
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Evolution, Games, and God explores how cooperation and altruism, alongside mutation and
natural selection, play a critical role in evolution, from microbes to human societies. Inheriting a
tendency to cooperate and self-sacrifice on behalf of others may be as beneficial to a
population’s survival as the self-preserving instincts of individuals.
Historians of science have long noted the influence of the nineteenth-century political
economist Thomas Robert Malthus on Charles Darwin. In a bold move, Piers J. Hale contends
that this focus on Malthus and his effect on Darwin’s evolutionary thought neglects a strong
anti-Malthusian tradition in English intellectual life, one that not only predated the 1859
publication of the Origin of Species but also persisted throughout the Victorian period until
World War I. Political Descent reveals that two evolutionary and political traditions developed in
England in the wake of the 1832 Reform Act: one Malthusian, the other decidedly antiMalthusian and owing much to the ideas of the French naturalist Jean Baptiste Lamarck.
These two traditions, Hale shows, developed in a context of mutual hostility, debate, and
refutation. Participants disagreed not only about evolutionary processes but also on broader
questions regarding the kind of creature our evolution had made us and in what kind of society
we ought therefore to live. Significantly, and in spite of Darwin’s acknowledgement that natural
selection was “the doctrine of Malthus, applied to the whole animal and vegetable kingdoms,”
both sides of the debate claimed to be the more correctly “Darwinian.” By exploring the full
spectrum of scientific and political issues at stake, Political Descent offers a novel approach to
the relationship between evolution and political thought in the Victorian and Edwardian eras.
This book is about thought—not the basic thought that we use to determine what to eat or wear
or buy—but the Free Thought we use to make personal choices about the higher things of life:
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faith or unbelief, justice, morality, and the development and use of our creativity. Free Thought
can have any outcome, including unbelief or faith, which is defined here as personal belief and
trust in God, not as a religious affiliation. Free Thought is founded on free will. Everyone is a
unique combination of a material body-mind and a spiritual soul. Free Thought is the integrated
and iterative processing of information from the material and spiritual realms, in one or more
common nonmaterial formats, across a mind-soul interface. Through our Free Thought, God
and the spiritual force for evil change us and we change the material realm. All truthful spiritual
insights and truthful disclosures through mathematics and science come from God, and it is
through faith and science that we approach one whole body of truth. Free Thought, Faith, and
Science includes definitions of terms, summaries of the author’s beliefs and background, a
literature review, and a questionnaire for readers. It’s a comprehensive and thought-provoking
book that will contribute to bringing more believers and nonbelievers together in an expansion
of the faith-science quest for truth.
In 1944, the Nobel Prize–winning physicist Erwin Schrödinger published a groundbreaking little
book called What Is Life? In fewer than one hundred pages, he argued that life was not a
mysterious or inexplicable phenomenon, as many people believed, but a scientific process like
any other, ultimately explainable by the laws of physics and chemistry. Today, more than sixty
years later, members of a new generation of scientists are attempting to create life from the
ground up. Science has moved forward in leaps and bounds since Schrödinger's time, but our
understanding of what does and does not constitute life has only grown more complex. An era
that has already seen computer chip–implanted human brains, genetically engineered
organisms, genetically modified foods, cloned mammals, and brain-dead humans kept "alive"
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by machines is one that demands fresh thinking about the concept of life. While a segment of
our national debate remains stubbornly mired in moral quandaries over abortion, euthanasia,
and other "right to life" issues, the science writer Ed Regis demonstrates how science can and
does provide us with a detailed understanding of the nature of life. Written in a lively and
accessible style, and synthesizing a wide range of contemporary research, What Is Life? is a
brief and illuminating contribution to an age-old debate.
In this book, leading sociologists expand the scope of their discipline by revealing the
sociological aspects of the works of great philosophers, scientists, and writers. * 32 short
essays discuss sociological insights of scholars and writers who are not normally associated
with any sociological school of thought * The organization of the work allows the reader to
explore the broader ideas of sociology while moving towards insightful and current sociological
debates * Contributors are leading sociologists from Europe and the United States,
representing all streams of the discipline
This book provides an introduction to a range of fundamental questions that have taxed
evolutionary biologists and ecologists for decades. All of the questions posed have at least a
partial solution, all have seen exciting breakthroughs in recent years, yet many of the
explanations have been hotly debated.
The Altruism EquationSeven Scientists Search for the Origins of GoodnessPrinceton
University Press

The Primate Origins of Human Nature (Volume 3 in The Foundations of Human
Biology series) blends several elements from evolutionary biology as applied to
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primate behavioral ecology and primate psychology, classical physical
anthropology and evolutionary psychology of humans. However, unlike similar
books, it strives to define the human species relative to our living and extinct
relatives, and thus highlights uniquely derived human features. The book features
a truly multi-disciplinary, multi-theory, and comparative species approach to
subjects not usually presented in textbooks focused on humans, such as the
evolution of culture, life history, parenting, and social organization.
Tucked away in Siberia, there are furry, four-legged creatures with wagging tails
and floppy ears that are as docile and friendly as any lapdog. But, despite
appearances, these are not dogs—they are foxes. They are the result of the most
astonishing experiment in breeding ever undertaken—imagine speeding up
thousands of years of evolution into a few decades. In 1959, biologists Dmitri
Belyaev and Lyudmila Trut set out to do just that, by starting with a few dozen
silver foxes from fox farms in the USSR and attempting to recreate the evolution
of wolves into dogs in real time in order to witness the process of domestication.
This is the extraordinary, untold story of this remarkable undertaking. Most
accounts of the natural evolution of wolves place it over a span of about 15,000
years, but within a decade, Belyaev and Trut’s fox breeding experiments had
resulted in puppy-like foxes with floppy ears, piebald spots, and curly tails. Along
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with these physical changes came genetic and behavioral changes, as well. The
foxes were bred using selection criteria for tameness, and with each generation,
they became increasingly interested in human companionship. Trut has been
there the whole time, and has been the lead scientist on this work since
Belyaev’s death in 1985, and with Lee Dugatkin, biologist and science writer,
she tells the story of the adventure, science, politics, and love behind it all. In
How to Tame a Fox, Dugatkin and Trut take us inside this path-breaking
experiment in the midst of the brutal winters of Siberia to reveal how scientific
history is made and continues to be made today. To date, fifty-six generations of
foxes have been domesticated, and we continue to learn significant lessons from
them about the genetic and behavioral evolution of domesticated animals. How to
Tame a Fox offers an incredible tale of scientists at work, while also celebrating
the deep attachments that have brought humans and animals together
throughout time.
Evolutionary science is not only one of the greatest breakthroughs of modern
science, but also one of the most controversial. Perhaps more than any other
scientific area, evolutionary science has caused us all to question what we are,
where we came from, and how we relate to the rest of the universe. Encyclopedia
of Evolution contains more than 200 entries that span modern evolutionary
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science and the history of its development. This comprehensive volume clarifies
many common misconceptions about evolution. For example, many people have
grown up being told that the fossil record does not demonstrate an evolutionary
pattern, and that there are many missing links. In fact, most of these missing links
have been found, and their modern representatives are often still alive today. The
biographical entries represent evolutionary scientists within the United States
who have had and continue to have a major impact on the broad outline of
evolutionary science. The biographies chosen reflect the viewpoints of scientists
working within the United States. Five essays that explore interesting questions
resulting from studies in evolutionary science are included as well. The appendix
consists of a summary of Charles Darwin's Origin of Species, which is widely
considered to be the foundational work of evolutionary science and one of the
most important books in human history. The five essays include: How much do
genes control human behavior?What are the ghosts of evolution?Can an
evolutionary scientist be religious?Why do humans die?Are humans alone in the
universe
Derde en laatste deel van het basiswerk ‘Denken over religie’ door Valeer
Neckebrouck Met Deel III. Hedendaagse perspectieven is auteur Valeer
Neckebrouck tot het sluitstuk gekomen van de chronologisch opgevatte reeks
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Denken over religie. Antropologische theorie en godsdienst. De studie van de
antropologie van de religie wordt in dit laatste deel vanuit de meest
toonaangevende, hedendaagse modellen en perspectieven belicht. De
secularisatietheorieën, het postmodernisme, het feminisme, het neodarwinisme
en de cognitieve antropologie van de godsdienst worden uitvoerig behandeld,
maar ook denkers als René Girard, Walter Burkert, Edward O. Wilson en Richard
Dawkins passeren de revue. Met de behandeling van hedendaagse theoretische
perspectieven in de antropologische studie van de godsdienst gaat het om
onderzoeksterreinen die nog constant in beweging zijn, om inzichten die nog in
volle ontwikkeling verkeren. Bijna dagelijks worden in de biologie nieuwe
ontdekkingen gedaan waarvan sommige verplichten tot een radicale herziening
van inzichten die voordien als vaststaande verworvenheden werden beschouwd.
Omdat onze kennis op gebied van biologie en neurologie voortdurend evolueert,
dient het bilan ervan steeds weer herschreven te worden. Met dit derde deel uit
de reeksDenken over religie heeft Valeer Neckebrouck hiertoe onmiskenbaar
een belangwekkende bijdrage geleverd. Neckebrouck brengt de lezer in dit finale
volume een grondige analyse en kritische evaluatie van de verschillende
theoretische systemen waarmee grote en minder grote geesten uit de recente
westerse cultuurgeschiedenis getracht hebben het enigmatische fenomeen
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“religie” vanuit antropologisch standpunt te verhelderen. Voor eenieder die
geïnteresseerd is in het fenomeen “religie” en wil weten hoe antropologen
doorheen de geschiedenis over godsdienst hebben gedacht, is deze trilogie een
onmisbaar en bijzonder rijk gestoffeerd naslagwerk. Een zo gedetailleerde
beschrijving en kritische evaluatie van de behandelde materie was tot nog toe in
geen enkel taalgebied voorhanden.
Now thoroughly updated to reflect the latest debates, this popular textbook
introduces readers to the central questions in the field of science and religion.
Ideally suited to those who have little or no prior knowledge in either area, it
incorporates numerous student-friendly features, including maps, summaries,
and historical references, resulting in the most up-to-date introduction to the
study of religion and the natural sciences available. Examines the historical,
theological, philosophical and scientific aspects of the interaction between
religion and science Fully updated to reflect current, cutting-edge debates on
scientific atheism and the limits of scientific method, and discussions about the
relationship between science and religion in major world faiths Includes a
historical component to enable readers to orientate themselves within the subject
Takes a topic based approach which fits into the existing structure of most
courses, and includes explanatory material not found in other works of this kind,
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making it highly accessible for those with little scientific or religious background
knowledge Incorporates illustrations, tables, maps, summaries and questions for
a lively and engaging approach to the subject Written by world-renowned
theologian, Alister McGrath; author of bestselling books such as Dawkins’ God,
and an acknowledged expert in the field of science and religion
Capturing the essence of the origin and evolution of the so-called "degeneracy
debates," over whether the flora and fauna of America (including Native
Americans) were naturally weaker and feebler than species elsewhere in the
world, this book chronicles Thomas Jefferson's efforts to counter French
conceptions of American degeneracy, culminating in his sending of a stuffed
moose to Buffon.
Some scientific studies suggest that human beings are innately selfish and that
Christian virtues life self-sacrifice are a delusion. In this intriguing volume,
esteemed theologian Thomas Jay Oord interprets the scientific research and
responds from a theological and philosophical standpoint, providing a state-of-theart overview of love and altruism studies. He offers a definition of love that is
scientifically, theologically, and philosophically adequate. As Oord helps readers
arrive at a clearer understanding of the definition, recipients and forms of love, he
mounts a case for Christian agape and ultimately for a loving God.
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Argues that altruism is an inherent factor of group functionality and discusses
how studying group function can promote positive changes to the human
condition.
Wetenschapsjournalist Lynne McTaggart neemt ons mee naar een volgende,
revolutionaire stap in de modern wetenschap. De verbinding ontsluit de radicaal
nieuwe wetenschappelijke visie op de essentie van alle leven en de menselijke
ervaringswereld en verandert onze kijk op onszelf. We ervaren onszelf als
individuen, losstaand van elkaar, maar het tegendeel blijkt waar te zijn: alles
draait om de ruimte tussen ons en anderen, de samenhang van alle dingen en
levensvormen. Onze onbewuste motivatie is het streven naar verbondenheid.
Sterker nog; we zijn op het meest elementaire niveau van het leven
onlosmakelijk met elkaar verbonden zonder ons daarvan bewust te zijn. Ons
verlangen anderen te helpen is daarom even essentieel voor ons levensgeluk als
onze behoefte aan voldoende voedsel en slaap. McTaggart maakt glashelder dat
we groeien door ons in de ruimte tussen ons en anderen te begeven; hierdoor
kunnen we conflicten oplossen of, nog beter: voorkomen. De auteur van de
bestsellers Het Veld en Het intentie-experiment biedt ons ondermeer: - Simpele
dagelijkse oefeningen om onze empathische vermogens te vergroten - Een
nieuwe manier van spreken en luisteren die tweedeling tussen mensen kan
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voorkomen of verhelpen - Inzicht in het principe dat wat zich op dezelfde
golflengte bevindt elkaar versterkt De Verbinding is een fascinerende,
revolutionaire benadering tot het leven, essentieel voor onze omgang met
anderen en onze omgeving, mede om tot heelmaking van onze zwaar belast
wereld te komen.
"Hermit crabs might not be the first example that comes to mind when thinking
about power in animal relationships, but they are representative of the costs,
benefits, assessment, and struggles that animal behaviorist Lee Dugatkin
explains in Power in the Wild. Besides learning that researchers can evict all
crabs from their shells by tickling their abdomens with paintbrushes, readers
discover that attacker crabs can assess both the quality of shells and the ability
of competitors to hold onto them- and both attacker and attacked make decisions
about how much energy to expend holding onto a good shell. If the attacker looks
tough, a target might just give up and flee. That the models for these behaviors
mirror game theory for nuclear deterrence is all the more interesting. Dugatkin
makes clear that this is not a book about what non-human animal power
dynamics can teach us about ourselves, but it is an overview of power in the
animal world generally- from the costs of pursuing power, to the role of gender
(including a description of a species of fish that changes gender depending on its
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rank), to new findings on observer animals that watch and assess greater
community power relationships without participating in power struggles
themselves"-Darwin famously described special difficulties in explaining social evolution in
insects. More than a century later, the evolution of sociality - defined broadly as
cooperative group living - remains one of the most intriguing problems in biology.
Providing a unique perspective on the study of social evolution, this volume
synthesizes the features of animal social life across the principle taxonomic
groups in which sociality has evolved. The chapters explore sociality in a range of
species, from ants to primates, highlighting key natural and life history data and
providing a comparative view across animal societies. In establishing a single
framework for a common, trait-based approach towards social synthesis, this
volume will enable graduate students and investigators new to the field to
systematically compare taxonomic groups and reinvigorate comparative
approaches to studying animal social evolution.
In these letters to friends and colleagues spanning around twenty years,
renowned radical theologian Thomas J. J. Altizer offers a series of meditative
mini-essays on religious, theological, political, and philosophical matters that are
central and vital to our contemporary era.
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Scientists have long counseled against interpreting animal behavior in terms of
human emotions, warning that such anthropomorphizing limits our ability to
understand animals as they really are. Yet what are we to make of a female
gorilla in a German zoo who spent days mourning the death of her baby? Or a
wild female elephant who cared for a younger one after she was injured by a
rambunctious teenage male? Or a rat who refused to push a lever for food when
he saw that doing so caused another rat to be shocked? Aren’t these clear signs
that animals have recognizable emotions and moral intelligence? With Wild
Justice Marc Bekoff and Jessica Pierce unequivocally answer yes. Marrying
years of behavioral and cognitive research with compelling and moving
anecdotes, Bekoff and Pierce reveal that animals exhibit a broad repertoire of
moral behaviors, including fairness, empathy, trust, and reciprocity. Underlying
these behaviors is a complex and nuanced range of emotions, backed by a high
degree of intelligence and surprising behavioral flexibility. Animals, in short, are
incredibly adept social beings, relying on rules of conduct to navigate intricate
social networks that are essential to their survival. Ultimately, Bekoff and Pierce
draw the astonishing conclusion that there is no moral gap between humans and
other species: morality is an evolved trait that we unquestionably share with other
social mammals. Sure to be controversial, Wild Justice offers not just cuttingPage 20/28
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edge science, but a provocative call to rethink our relationship with—and our
responsibilities toward—our fellow animals.
Since the last edition of this definitive textbook was published in 2013, much has
happened in the field of animal behavior. In this fourth edition, Lee Alan Dugatkin
draws on cutting-edge new work not only to update and expand on the studies
presented, but also to reinforce the previous editions’ focus on ultimate and
proximate causation, as well as the book’s unique emphasis on natural
selection, learning, and cultural transmission. The result is a state-of-the-art
textbook on animal behavior that explains underlying concepts in a way that is
both scientifically rigorous and accessible to students. Each chapter in the book
provides a sound theoretical and conceptual basis upon which the empirical
studies rest. A completely new feature in this edition are the Cognitive
Connection boxes in Chapters 2–17, designed to dig deep into the importance of
the cognitive underpinnings to many types of behaviors. Each box focuses on a
specific issue related to cognition and the particular topic covered in that chapter.
As Principles of Animal Behavior makes clear, the tapestry of animal behavior is
created from weaving all of these components into a beautiful whole. With
Dugatkin’s exquisitely illustrated, comprehensive, and up-to-date fourth edition,
we are able to admire that beauty anew.
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This book is about the evolution and nature of cooperation and altruism in socialliving animals, focusing especially on non-human primates and on humans.
Although cooperation and altruism are often thought of as ways to attenuate
competition and aggression within groups, or are related to the action of “selfish
genes”, there is increasing evidence that these behaviors are the result of
biological mechanisms that have developed through natural selection in groupliving species. This evidence leads to the conclusion that cooperative and
altruistic behavior are not just by-products of competition but are rather the glue
that underlies the ability for primates and humans to live in groups. The
anthropological, primatological, paleontological, behavioral, neurobiological, and
psychological evidence provided in this book gives a more optimistic view of
human nature than the more popular, conventional view of humans being
naturally and basically aggressive and warlike. Although competition and
aggression are recognized as an important part of the non-human primate and
human behavioral repertoire, the evidence from these fields indicates that
cooperation and altruism may represent the more typical, “normal”, and healthy
behavioral pattern. The book is intended both for the general reader and also for
students at a variety of levels (graduate and undergraduate): it aims to provide a
compact, accessible, and up-to-date account of the current scholarly advances
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and debates in this field of study, and it is designed to be used in teaching and in
discussion groups. The book derived from a conference sponsored by N.S.F., the
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the Washington
University Committee for Ethics and Human Values, and the Anthropedia
Foundation for the study of well-being.
Researchers and professionals
ETHICS: A PLURALISTIC APPROACH TO MORAL THEORY, FIFTH EDITION
provides a comprehensive yet clear introduction to the main traditions in ethical
thought, including virtue ethics, utilitarianism, and deontology. Additionally, the
book presents a conceptual framework of ethical pluralism to help students
understand the relationship among various theories. Lawrence Hinman, one of
today's most respected and accomplished educators in ethics and philosophy
education, presents a text that gives students plentiful opportunities to explore
ethical theory and their own responses to them, using fascinating features such
as the Ethical Inventory sections that appear at the beginning and the end of the
text. End-of-chapter discussion questions, and the use of current issues and
movies help students retain what they've learned and truly comprehend the
subject matter. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Scientists no longer accept the existence of a distinct moral organ as
phrenologists once did. A generation of young neurologists is using advanced
technological medical equipment to unravel specific brain processes enabling
moral cognition. In addition, evolutionary psychologists have formulated
hypotheses about the origins and nature of our moral architecture. Little by little,
the concept of a ‘moral brain’ is reinstated. As the crossover between
disciplines focusing on moral cognition was rather limited up to now, this book
aims at filling the gap. Which evolutionary biological hypotheses provide a useful
framework for starting new neurological research? How can brain imaging be
used to corroborate hypotheses concerning the evolutionary background of our
species? In this reader, a broad range of prominent scientists and philosophers
shed their expert view on the current accomplishments and future challenges in
the field of moral cognition and assess how cooperation between neurology and
evolutionary psychology can boost research into the field of the moral brain.
This book addresses the question of what it means to be moral and which capacities one
needs to be moral. It questions whether empathy is a cognitive or an affective capacity, or
perhaps both. As most moral beings behave immorally from time to time, the authors ask
which factors cause or motivate people to translate their moral beliefs into action? Specially
addressed is the question of what is the role of internal factors such as willpower, commitment,
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character, and what is the role of external, situational and structural factors? The questions are
considered from various (disciplinary) perspectives.?
What are the conditions that foster true novelty and allow visionaries to set their eyes on
unknown horizons? What have been the challenges that have spawned new innovations, and
how have they shaped modern biology? In Dreamers, Visionaries, and Revolutionaries in the
Life Sciences, editors Oren Harman and Michael R. Dietrich explore these questions through
the lives of eighteen exemplary biologists who had grand and often radical ideas that went far
beyond the run-of-the-mill science of their peers. From the Frenchman Jean-Baptiste Lamarck,
who coined the word “biology” in the early nineteenth century, to the American James
Lovelock, for whom the Earth is a living, breathing organism, these dreamers innovated in
ways that forced their contemporaries to reexamine comfortable truths. With this collection
readers will follow Jane Goodall into the hidden world of apes in African jungles and Francis
Crick as he attacks the problem of consciousness. Join Mary Lasker on her campaign to
conquer cancer and follow geneticist George Church as he dreams of bringing back woolly
mammoths and Neanderthals. In these lives and the many others featured in these pages, we
discover visions that were sometimes fantastical, quixotic, and even threatening and
destabilizing, but always a challenge to the status quo.
A founder of the field of evolutionary medicine uses his decades of experience as a psychiatrist
to provide a much-needed new framework for making sense of mental illness. Why do I feel
bad? There is real power in understanding our bad feelings. With his classic Why We Get Sick,
Dr. Randolph Nesse helped to establish the field of evolutionary medicine. Now he returns with
a book that transforms our understanding of mental disorders by exploring a fundamentally
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new question. Instead of asking why certain people suffer from mental illness, Nesse asks why
natural selection has left us all with fragile minds. Drawing on revealing stories from his own
clinical practice and insights from evolutionary biology, Nesse shows how negative emotions
are useful in certain situations, yet can become overwhelming. Anxiety protects us from harm
in the face of danger, but false alarms are inevitable. Low moods prevent us from wasting
effort in pursuit of unreachable goals, but they often escalate into pathological depression.
Other mental disorders, such as addiction and anorexia, result from the mismatch between
modern environment and our ancient human past. And there are good evolutionary reasons for
sexual disorders and for why genes for schizophrenia persist. Taken together, these and many
more insights help to explain the pervasiveness of human suffering, and show us new paths for
relieving it by understanding individuals as individuals.
The groundbreaking Encyclopedia of Ecology provides an authoritative and comprehensive
coverage of the complete field of ecology, from general to applied. It includes over 500 detailed
entries, structured to provide the user with complete coverage of the core knowledge,
accessed as intuitively as possible, and heavily cross-referenced. Written by an international
team of leading experts, this revolutionary encyclopedia will serve as a one-stop-shop to
concise, stand-alone articles to be used as a point of entry for undergraduate students, or as a
tool for active researchers looking for the latest information in the field. Entries cover a range of
topics, including: Behavioral Ecology Ecological Processes Ecological Modeling Ecological
Engineering Ecological Indicators Ecological Informatics Ecosystems Ecotoxicology
Evolutionary Ecology General Ecology Global Ecology Human Ecology System Ecology The
first reference work to cover all aspects of ecology, from basic to applied Over 500 concise,
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stand-alone articles are written by prominent leaders in the field Article text is supported by fullcolor photos, drawings, tables, and other visual material Fully indexed and cross referenced
with detailed references for further study Writing level is suited to both the expert and nonexpert Available electronically on ScienceDirect shortly upon publication
Does it puzzle you that, despite ever-increasing rules, controls and counter-measures,
antisocial behaviour is seemingly spiralling out of control? Why have there been riots in
Britain? Why is law enforcement failing to make our society a better place in which to live?
Have our politicians lost the plot? Are our values wrong? A Fundamental Mistake explains why
a change of direction is needed in society's thinking about how to get people to behave
themselves; it also offers a carefully argued strategy by which to achieve this. The emphasis
needs to shift away from coercion and punishment, and towards inducement and reward. The
remarkable thing is that although we already have the necessary knowledge, it's not put to
good use. Taking a fresh approach, Graham Cliff draws on mainstream behavioural
psychology and applied ethics to make his case for challenging some of our time-honoured
cultural assumptions and practices. Be prepared to re-think your position. Despite the
weightiness of the subject, this is a book for everyone because it works up from first principles
in a readily readable way. No expertise is needed to follow the flow from the basics of human
nature to the way our minds work, then through the web of customs and rules that make up
society, on to government, laws and punishment, and finally to how and why things might be
done differently. Nobody will agree with everything that A Fundamental Mistake has to say,
because that's what debate is all about. However, it's as well to remember this: when it comes
to tackling antisocial behaviour, it's not enough just to get tough – we must get clever, too.
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